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But it shows at any rate that any effort to find a contradiction 
between 7, 5, e, or any combination of these, would be futile. 

We have failed to find a map on which all of the operations 
of the impasse group are possible. 
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1. Introduction. The Stieltjes integral, facj>(x)dg(x)J was origi
nally defined for </>(x) continuous on the closed interval [a, b], 
and g(x) of bounded variation. The limit which gives rise to this 
integral is taken as the length of the greatest sub-interval ap
proaches zero. The above restrictions on <f>(x) and g(x), how
ever, are not at all necessary for the existence of the limit, al
though it fails when the two functions have a common point of 
discontinuity. A generalization which permits such discontinui
ties is obtained by taking the limit in the sense of subdivisions^ 
to be defined below. The Riemann integral is an instance of the 
first type of limiting process, while the associated Darboux in
tegrals are of the subdivision type. These can be shown to be of 
the first type as well. I t is the purpose of this note to obtain 
general conditions for the equivalence of the two limits. By the 
introduction of the notion of interval functions a simple re
striction on the integrand is found to be both necessary and 
sufficient. 

2. Subdivisions. By a subdivision, a, of the linear interval 
X = [a, b] will be understood a finite set of adjacent sub-inter
vals whose sum is X. The norm of <r, the length of the greatest 
sub-interval, will be written Nv. By the product, a' ><J", of two 
subdivisions of X will be understood the subdivision which con
sists of all products of the form V I", where V is an element of 
a', and I" is an element of <r". It is assumed that every such 

* Presented to the Society, April 6, 1934. 
f Moore and Smith, A general theory of limits, American Journal of Mathe

matics, vol. 44 (1922), pp. 102-121. 
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pair of subdivisions has a product. Whenever two subdivisions 
a and <T' of X satisfy the condition a = a • af we shall write a ^ <r'. 
This is equivalent to having every element of a contained in or 
identical with some element of or'. 

3. Interval Functions. An interval function, f (I) > on X will be 
any relation which assigns one or more finite real values to each 
sub-interval 7 which is an element of a subdivision of X. The 
expression ƒ (7) =<£(£) Ufa") ~&fa')]» x' ^ £ ^ * " > where </>fa) and 
gfa) are bounded point functions, and x', # " are the left and 
right end points of 7, may be taken as an example. 

4. Integrals. The symbol ^<rf(I) will be used to designate any 
sum of the values of ƒ (I) obtained by choosing one Value to cor
respond to each element of a. I t is a function of a and may be 
multiple valued. The norm and sigma integrals of ƒ(/) on Xt 

written Nfxf(I) and ajxf(l), respectively, will be the corre
sponding limits of ^2<rf(I) with respect to the subdivisions of X. 
These limits are defined explicitly as follows. 

(1) The norm limit. If there exists a finite number A such that 
for every positive number e a positive Ne can be found which 
makes* L UB \ y^0f(I) — A | ^e whenever a* is a subdivision of X 
with NaSNe, we write liniiv ^*f(I) =A. 

(2) The sigma limit. If there exists a finite number A such 
that for every positive e there can be found a subdivision <re of X 
with respect to which LUB \^J(I)—A\ ^e whenever (r^o-e, 
we write lim^2af(I) =A. This is the limit in the sense of sub
divisions mentioned above. I t is easily shown to exist and to be 
equal to the norm limit when the latter exists. 

5. Additive and Pseudo-Additive Functions. Let I' and I" be a 
pair of adjacent intervals with the common end point x. Con
sider now the expression 

A(I,x)= LUB | ƒ ( ƒ ' ) + ƒ ( / " ) - / ( / ) | , 

where I = I' + I". The function ƒ(7) is said to be additive if 
A (7, x) is zero for every such pair. We shall need a weaker con
dition. If lim A(7, x) = 0 as the length of 7 goes to zero, we shall 
say that ƒ(7) is pseudo-additive at x. The function will be called 
pseudo-additive on the interval X if it has the property at every 

* LUB— least upper bound. 
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point. When elements of zero length (points) are permitted, it 
becomes possible for three sub-intervals to be adjacent in the 
sense that they have a common end point. Then A(7, x) must 
take the form 

LUB I ƒ(ƒ') + ƒ(ƒ") + ƒ(/'") - /(/) | . 

The continuous interval functions are necessarily pseudo-addi
tive. 

6. Condition for Equivalence of Integrals. As stated in the in
troduction, the sigma integral may exist when the correspond
ing norm integral fails. The following theorem gives the condi
tion for their equivalence. 

THEOREM. For the existence of Nfxf(I) it is necessary and suffi
cient that crfxf(I) exist and that f (I) be pseudo-additive on X. 

Necessity. Since the existence of the norm integral implies that 
of the sigma integral, it must be shown only tha tƒ ( / ) is pseudo-
additive on X whenever the former integral exists. If the con
trary is assumed, there must be a point x of X and a positive 
number e0 such that for every N>0 there can be found a pair of 
adjacent intervals I' and I" of X with the following properties: 
I' and I" have x as a common end point, their sum, / , has a 
length not greater than N, and LUB\f(If)+f(I")-f(I)\ >e0. 
Now choose a subdivision <J' of X with I' and I" as elements and 
with norm less than or equal to N. Let a" be the subdivision 
obtained by the substitution of / for its components in cr'. Then 

L[/3|I>/(/)-X>/(I) | ^LUB\f(I')+f(I")-f(I)\ >e„. 
Since N is arbitrary, the hypothesis that Nfxf(I) exists cannot 
hold. 

Sufficiency. From the definition of the sigma integral it fol
lows that for every positive e there exists a subdivision <re of X 
such that 

(1) LUB £*ƒ(/) - cr f ƒ(/) 
J x 

e/2 

whenever a^ae. Let xi, • • • , xn be the end points of the ele
ments of ae- If k is the number of its sub-intervals, it is possible 
to find, because f (I) is pseudo-additive, an Ni > 0 such that 
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(2) LUB | ƒ(ƒ') + ƒ(ƒ") - ƒ(/) | ^ e/(2k) 

whenever the length of / is not greater than Ni , and one of the 
points xij • • • , xn is a common end point of 7' and 7" . If iV/' 
is one-half the least distance between any two of the above 
points, let the lesser of Ni and Ni' be designated by Ne. Then, 
by reason of (2), it follows that 

(3) LUB | ! > ƒ ( / ) - £ , ƒ ( / ) | ^ **/(2*) = e/2 

whenever Na'f^Ne and <r = <r'-<re^<re. Therefore 

LUB 

by reason of (1) and (3), and the norm integral exists. It is as
sumed that the points X\j , Xfi a r e all distinct, that is, that 
sub-intervals of zero length are excluded. The proof is easily 
modified to allow for this case also.* 

EXAMPLE 1. The elements of subdivisions in the first four ex
amples will be closed intervals, and ƒ (I) = \ g(x") — g(x') \, where 
x' and xn are the left and right end points of / . If g(x) is of 
bounded variation, then <rfxf(I) exists and is equal to the total 
variation of g(x) on X. The theorem just proved gives the well 
known condition 

I g(x) - g(x - 0) | + \g(x + 0) - g(x) | = | g(x + 0) - g(x - 0)| 

at each inner point of X for the existence of the total variation 
as a norm integral. 

EXAMPLE 2. ƒ(/) =<K£) [g(x")-g(x')]t x'^Ç^x"; <£(*) and 
g(x) are bounded point functions. In this case A (J, x) takes the 
form 

LUB\ [ ^ ) - 0 ( ö ] L ^ ) - ^ O ] 

+ [«(n-^lkco-gwii, 
* After this note had been sent to press, T. H. Hildebrandt called the 

author's attention to an article by Gustav Doetsch, Journal fiir Mathematik, 
August, 1934, in which the property referred to here as pseudo-additive is 
shown to be sufficient for the existence of the norm integral in the special case 
of monotonie interval functions. Application is made to extensions of the 
Darboux theorem on upper and lower integrals. 
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x' ^S£' =-x^%" Sx". Lim A = 0 at any point where cj>(x) or g(x) is 
continuous. To show that the converse is also true we assume 
that they have a common point of discontinuity at x. Then there 
exists an e0 > 0 such that for every positive number N two points 
Xi and X2 can be found which satisfy the inequalities X2 x 
S l^i — x\ SN/2, \g(xi)—g(x)\ >s/e^ and | <£(x2) ""00*0 I >Veo> 
Without loss of generality it may be assumed that xi<x. In 
the above expression for A let x'*=Xi and x" = x+N/2. If 
x2<x let £ = £" = x and £' = x2. On the other hand, if x<x2 take 
£ = £" = x2 and £' = x. In either case 

A(7, a?) ^ I [0(*a) - <Kx)][g(x) - g(*i)] I > (V^o)2 = e0. 

But | x " —x'| ^N, an arbitrary number. I t follows that ƒ(/) is 
pseudo-additive on X if and only if <j>(x) and g(x) have no com
mon point of discontinuity. 

EXAMPLE 3. Substitute x' < £ < x" for x' S è = x" in Example 2. 
The resulting integrals* are more general but reduce to the cor
responding integrals of the earlier example whenever these exist. 
The condition that ƒ (J) be pseudo-additive is the same, with the 
exception that </>(x) and g{x) may have removable discontinui
ties at the same point. If either discontinuity is not of this type, 
the norm integral fails to exist, unless the point in question is 
an end point of X. Consider the case <l>(x)=g(x)=Qi XT^ XQ ! 
(j>(xo) =g(xo) = 1, Xo an inner point of X. Both integrals exist and 
have the value zero. Under the definition of ƒ (I) in the previous 
example neither integral exists. 

EXAMPLE 4. f (I) = [cj>(xft)+cl>(xf)][g(x")-g{x')}/2A 

I g(x) 4>(x) 1 

2A(7, x) = g(xf) <j>(x') 1 

I g(*") *(*") 1 
If the sigma integral exists, the vanishing of the determinant at 
each inner point of X as x' and xn approach x independently 
from opposite sides is a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of the norm integral. 

* B. Dushnik, Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1931, p. 13. 
t H. L. Smith, Transactions of this Society, vol. 27 (1925), p. 491. See 

also H. S. Kaltenborn, Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1934. 
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EXAMPLE 5. Subdivisions consist of open intervals and points. 
f(I)=<l>(C)[g(x"-0)-g(x'+Q)]^xr<t<x", if ƒ is an interval. 
For the point x, ƒ(/) =<£(x) [g(x + 0) — g(x — 0)].* It is assumed 
tha t both functions are bounded and that g(x) has no discon
tinuities of the second kind. In view of the remark concerning 
subdivisions with point elements we obtain an expression for 
A(7, x) which may be written as the least upper bound of 

I [ * ( * ) - * ( * ) ] [ * ( * + 0) ~ g(x-0)] 

+ [*(*') - *(*)][«(* - 0) - g(x' + 0)] 

+ [ * (n - * (ö ]k ( * ; / -o ) -^ + o)]|. 
The test in this case is the behavior of the first term; the re
mainder of the expression always goes to zero with the length 
of I. Therefore lim A = 0 if and only if 4>(x) is continuous or g{x) 
has at most a removable discontinuity at x. 

If g(a) and g(b) are substituted for g(a — 0) and g(b+0) re
spectively in the above then Nfxf(I) reduces to the Young inté
grait Ja 4>(x)dg(x) obtained by integrating 

F(I)=4>(0[g(x"-0)-g(x'+0)]+<l>(x')[g(x'+0)-g(x')) 

x' <£<x", over the closed interval X = [a, b], with subdivisions 
consisting of closed intervals as in the previous examples. The 
conditions for the existence of the Young integral are the same 
as those at the end of the preceding paragraph. 

NEEDHAM, M A S S . 

* A. Kolmogoroff, Untersuchungen ilber den Integralbegriff, Mathematische 
Annalen, vol. 103 (1930), pp. 654-696. 

t W. H. Young, On integration with respect to a function of bounded varia
tion, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 13 (1913), p. 
113. 


